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Macaque species, specifically rhesus (Macaca mulatta), are the most common nonhuman primates
(NHPs) used in biomedical research due to their suitability as a model of high priority diseases (e.g.,
HIV, obesity, cognitive aging), cost effective breeding and housing compared to most other NHPs, and
close evolutionary relationship to humans. With this close evolutionary relationship, however, is a
shared adaptation for a socially stimulating environment, without which both their welfare and
suitability as a research model are compromised. While outdoor social group housing provides the best
approximation of a social environment that matches the macaque behavioral biology in the wild, this is
not always possible at all facilities, where animals may be housed indoors in small groups, in pairs, or
alone. Further, animals may experience many housing changes in their lifetime depending on project
needs, changes in social status,management needs, or health concerns.Here,we review the evidence for
the physiological and health effects of social housing changes and the potential impacts on research
outcomes for studies using macaques, particularly rhesus. We situate our review in the context of
increasing regulatory pressure for research facilities to both house NHPs socially and mitigate trauma
from social aggression. Tomeet these regulatory requirements and further refine themacaquemodel for
research, significant advancesmust bemade in our understanding andmanagement of rhesusmacaque
social housing, particularly pair-housing since it is the most common social housing configuration for
macaques while on research projects. Because most NHPs are adapted for sociality, a social context is
likely important for improving repeatability, reproducibility, and external validity of primate
biomedical research. Am. J. Primatol. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Animals are in captivity for a wide variety of

reasons and at research facilities, their primary
purpose is to serve as research subjects. Housing
laboratory animals (defined as intended for research
or teaching use, regardless of housing type [Associa-
tion for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care International, 2015a]) in simple and
uniform conditions is done to limit environmental
variability and increase the internal validity of
studies, as well as facilitate sample collection,
treatments, and husbandry procedures. Recently, it
has been demonstrated that highly controlled and
standardized laboratory environments for rodent
models are generating reduced repeatability and
reproducibility in research outcomes [Branchi et al.,
2011; Crabbe et al., 1999; Paylor, 2009; Richter et al.,
2009, 2010, 2011; Schumann et al., 2014; Wahlsten
et al., 2006; Wurbel, 2000]. For example, rodent tests

comparing results from four repeated experiments
using subjects in highly controlled cages (same aged
subjects and one enrichment item) versus subjects in
less controlled cages (varying aged subjects and
enrichment items) show that the highly controlled
condition had low within experiment variation, but
significant between experiment differences, result-
ing in low repeatability; the latter condition, how-
ever, had greater within experiment variation and
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low between experiment differences, resulting in
greater repeatability in research results [Richter
et al., 2009, 2010, 2011]. If an enriched context is
this important for laboratory rodent research, one
can reason that it is also important for nonhuman
primates (NHPs), an outbred taxon whose hallmark
adaptation is social complexity and intelligence
[Fooden, 2000]. Socialization is widely regarded as
the best form of enrichment for laboratoryNHPs, and
when on a study, it is typically provided by pair-
housing two animals in adjoined cages [Lutz &
Novak, 2005a]. However, social housing exemptions
with scientific justification are allowed that result in
single-housing when an animal, or its pair-mate, is
assigned to a project [Baker et al., 2007]. Such
constraints may introduce an overly simplistic
environment to which most primates are not well
adapted and affect study subjects inways that cannot
always be addressed in analytical models. In this
article, we review what is known, and what further
research is needed, regarding the effects of macaque
(Macaca) social housing changes on research
outcomes.

Nonhuman primates are a critical resource for
health research because of their close evolutionary
relationship to humans [Phillips et al., 2014].
Macaques not only have a similar biology to humans,
but also complex social and affective behavior
repertoires [Fooden, 2000]. While their similarities
to humans make them some of the best animal
models for human health and disease, such social
complexity also presents management challenges
[Lutz & Novak, 2005b]. Social housing promotes
well-being and its absence results in deleterious
effects [Novak & Suomi, 1988]. It is also required by
federal law and the agencies that accredit and
inspect research facilities [Association for Assess-
ment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care
International, 2015b; CommissionRecommendation,
2007; Directive of the European Parliament, 2010;
National Research Council, 2011; NC3Rs, 2006;
Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare, 2015; United
States Department of Agriculture, 2013]. Exceptions
to social housing requirements occur, however, when
scientifically justified and approved by an institu-
tional oversight committee (Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee or IACUC in the US) for
a project or when efforts to socially house an animal
are not successful. Accumulating evidence suggests
that not all types of social housing provide the same
benefits, and further, that changes to animals’ social
housing can alter behavior and physiology in ways
that indicate reduced welfare and quality as a
research model [Capitanio & Cole, 2015; Clarke
et al., 1996; DiVincenti & Wyatt, 2011; Gilbert &
Baker, 2011; Gust et al., 1991; Xie et al., 2014].
Therefore, accomplishing social housing in a way
that both benefits animal welfare and is compatible
with research goals can be a challenge.

Social housing decisions for rhesus macaques
(Macaca mulatta) represent a balance between
welfare concerns and experimental needs or require-
ments. These decisions are also constrained by
regulations, available space, climate, resources,
caging, and available staff time to monitor and
manage pairs. Because macaques are capable of
inflicting severe wounding during fights, socializa-
tion must be carefully managed to prevent, as much
as is possible, harm to the animals and costly
treatment. Because socialization is the best form of
enrichment for laboratory NHPs, it is given higher
priority than other forms of enrichment [Lutz &
Novak, 2005a]. While outdoor group housing is
widely considered to be the gold standard for
maintaining captive macaques, the reality is that
in colder climates, urban areas, and for some studies,
such outdoor housing may not be tenable. Animals in
these situations are commonly housed indoors,
typically in small groups or pairs [Baker, 2007].
Although male-female pairs are often easier, pairs
are usually same sex to prevent uncontrolled
breeding [Baker et al., 2007]. Pairs may be housed
together over long durations of time, or social
partners may be switched with some frequency
based on health, temperament, pair compatibility,
available resources, or IACUC approved research
protocols [Baker et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b].

While reviews on pairing exist that detail the
behavioral benefits, risks, and methods for socially
housing macaques [DiVincenti & Wyatt, 2011;
Reinhardt & Reinhardt, 2000; Truelove et al.,
2015], the goal of this review is to synthesize a
related literature. We review the evidence for
behavioral and physiological differences between
macaques that are housed in different social con-
ditions, and the effects that social housing changes
may have on these measures and on research
outcomes. Our aim is to paint a picture of what is
known, and what additional knowledge is needed, to
advance best practices for both the welfare of
laboratory macaques and the quality of the research
conducted on them.We begin with an overview of the
importance of macaques in laboratory research,
followed by the importance of social life for normal
macaque physiology. We then turn to recent regula-
tory changes affecting laboratory macaque social
housing management and the challenges they
present. We then review the literature on how
changes to social housing (both social partner and
physical environment) impact behavioral biology and
in turn have the potential to alter research outcomes.
This review is limited to the literature on macaques
and is biased toward rhesus, the most common
laboratory NHP and the species best represented in
the relevant literature. It is worth noting that the
current literature is quite limited. While there are
studies on the impact of social housing changes,
many questions remain unanswered. In the
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discussion, we provide our assessment of what
current literature tells us about providing for and
managing macaque social housing and what further
work is needed to better inform these efforts. This
literature review adheres to the American Society of
Primatologists Principles for the Ethical Treatment
of Non-Human Primates.

WHAT & WHY: SOCIAL HOUSING FOR
LABORATORY RHESUS MACAQUES

Nonhuman primates constitute the smallest
percentage (7%) of regulated laboratory animal
research subjects in the United States (Fig. 1A).
However, among regulated laboratory animals held
for breeding, conditioning, or future use, NHPs are a
relatively large percentage (29%, Fig. 1B) [data from:
Animal Plant and Health Inspection Service, 2014].
This disparity is due to characteristics of primate
development and sociality. Compared to many other
animal species (e.g., rodents, drosophila), primates
have a slow life history strategy characterized by a
suite of evolved adaptations for slow maturation and
reproduction with singleton births, prolonged paren-
tal investment, and long life spans [Charnov &
Berrigan, 1993; Harvey & Clutton-Brock, 1985; Lee,
1996; Stearns, 1992]. This slow life history, in concert
with the social needs of NHPs, requires complex
management strategies to maintain breeding colo-
nies with appropriate social partners. For this

reason, NHPs cannot be bred and reared primarily
in response to immediate research needs; they need
time to grow andmature and at adulthood somemay
serve critical social roles (e.g., alpha male, alpha
female, conflict policer, etc.) for the overall health
and wellbeing of the social group that limit their use
on projects. Thus, relatively large (compared to the
very small number of NHPs used) NHP breeding
populations are needed to produce healthy, high
quality, subjects and meet future research demands.

Macaques are the most commonly used labora-
tory NHP genus, comprising 34.2% of published
NHP studies in the most recent survey; for
comparison, vervets (19%) are the next most
commonly used NHP taxon [Carlsson et al., 2004].
Among the macaques, the rhesus monkey is most
common, comprising 53.9% of macaque species used
in research [Carlsson et al., 2004]. Macaques, and
rhesus in particular, are favored because of their
hardiness in captive environments, relatively effi-
cient breeding and housing requirements (com-
pared to other NHPs), and their importance as a
translational model for key discoveries in treating
human diseases (e.g., HIV and AIDS, diet and
obesity, etc.) [Carlsson et al., 2004]. Macaques are
one of the most important translational models for
human health, providing either the best relevant
non-human model or the critical taxon needed for
discovery about the safety and potential effective-
ness of a treatment prior to human use.

Fig. 1. Percent and count of total regulated animals used in 2014 for: (A) Animals used for teaching, testing, experimental, or
research projects (left column), and (B) animals held for breeding, conditioning, or future use during the reporting period (right
column). Data in each column is demarcated by USDA defined categories of regulated species used in research (excludes aquatic
species, birds, rats, and mice). Data from the Annual Report of Animal Usage by Research Facilities, Fiscal Year 2013 [Animal Plant
and Health Inspection Service 2014]. It is important to note that the vast majority of animals used in research are “non-regulated”
(e.g., rodents). Thus, the percentage of nonhuman primates used in research is actually a very small percentage of total number of
animals used in research.
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Defining good versus poor welfare for laboratory
NHPs, as well as measuring and assessing changes to
it, generally follows standards established by a
combination of regulation, enforcement, the scientific
literature, and facility practices [Coleman et al., 2012].
In general, NHPs are considered to have good, even
optimal, welfare when they have a healthy body
condition and coat quality (weight to height ratio
that accounts for distribution of fat and fur that
uniformly covers skin), are free of injury or disease,
exhibit species typical behavior, and have a low
occurrence of abnormal, anxious, depressive, and
aggressive behaviors [Capitanio, 1986; Keeling &
Wolf, 1975]. Changes to these metrics are typically
used to monitor captive populations for declining
welfare and identify and evaluatemethods for improv-
ing it. While some conditions clearly constitute poor
welfare if untreated (e.g., self-injurious behavior,
serious illness), many others are in a gray area of
change toward or away fromoptimalwelfare [Coleman
et al., 2012]. Thewelfare consequences associatedwith
social housing changes are often assessed from any
combination of the abovemeasures. Generally, includ-
ing multiple measures provides a robust assessment.
Ideally, measures that reflect the biological status of
the individual provide additional information about
welfare—measures such as immune or autonomic
function [Doyle et al., 2008]. But these measures are
more difficult and expensive to measure and often do
notfigure prominently into welfare assessments. They
may be among themost criticalmeasures, however, for
investigators that use NHPs for biomedical research.
Given the literature review we present below, we
believe that additional relevant research is needed to
inform the welfare changes we expect given specific
contexts.

Likemost other primate species, rhesusmacaque
evolutionary history emphasizes adaptations for
relatively largeand complexbrainsand life in complex
social groups, both of which are thus deeply inter-
twined in their behavior and biology [Crook &
Gartlan, 1966; Dunbar, 1988, 1998; Hinde, 1976;
Thierry, 2004; Thierry et al., 2000; van Schaik & van
Hooff, 1983].Outdoor and social group housing, either
harem or multi-male/multi-female groups is the gold
standard for housing macaques because it replicates,
as closely as possible, the normal social environment
of macaques [Bernstein, 1991]. This results in the
healthiest andmost normalmacaques, both behavior-
ally and biologically, and thus optimal welfare
[Capitanio et al., 2005; Fontenot et al., 2006; Karere
etal., 2009;O’Neill etal., 1991;Vandeleest etal., 2011;
Westergaard et al., 2000; Xie et al., 2014]. Social life is
so critical that captive rhesus macaques in environ-
ments with no or limited social interaction frequently
develop abnormal behavior and physiology [Anderson
&Chamove, 1980; Capitanio, 1986; Eaton et al., 1994;
Gottlieb et al., 2013; Harlow et al., 1965; Lutz et al.,
2003, 2007;Novak,2003;Rommecketal., 2011;Suomi

et al., 1971; Vandeleest et al., 2011]. While milder
abnormalities may manifest as abnormal repetitive
behavior (e.g., pacing, flipping, etc.) or non-injurious
self-directed behaviors (e.g., self-sucking, self-strum-
ming, etc.), extreme forms can be self-abusive and
include self-injury [Gottlieb et al., 2013; Lutz et al.,
2003, 2007; Novak, 2003; Rommeck et al., 2009a].
Monkeys that develop such behaviors have compro-
mised welfare and those with the least socialization
have the poorest welfare outcomes [Baker et al., 2012;
Bayne et al., 1992; Harlow & Harlow, 1962; Mason &
Latham, 2004; Rommeck et al., 2009b]. In addition to
welfare concerns, NHPs with such abnormal presen-
tationsarefinancially costly tomaintainbecause their
conditions require additional enrichment supplies,
staff monitoring, and veterinary treatment that is
rarely or minimally effective in the absence of
increased socialization or outdoor housing [Bayne
et al., 1995; Fontenot et al., 2006; Gottlieb et al.,
2011; Lutz et al., 2003, 2004; Novak, 2003]. Finally,
underlying the externally observable abnormal
behavior is often an abnormal physiology that limits
their utility for research [Capitanio, 2011; Coe et al.,
1989;Garner,2005;Lubachetal., 1995;Prescott etal.,
2012; Rommeck et al., 2011].

A large body of literature demonstrates that
single-housing is stressful [reviewed in DiVincenti &
Wyatt, 2011]. Accumulating evidence also suggests
that suboptimal social housing, removal from the
social group, and transitioning to other housing (even
if it is social) is also associated with multiple
physiological changes indicative of stress [Baker
et al., 2012; Capitanio & Cole, 2015; Capitanio et al.,
2008; Clarke et al., 1995; Gust et al., 1994].While the
conditions that optimize social housing are of
increasing interest [Capitanio et al., 2015; Truelove
et al., 2015], little attention has been paid to the
consequences of variation in social housing (includ-
ing shifting animals between different social housing
conditions) for physiological functioning despite the
potential for such changes to dramatically impact
research outcomes [Capitanio et al., 1998a; Cohen
et al., 1992; Gordon et al., 1992; Gust et al., 1992,
1994; Suomi et al., 1975]. It is therefore important,
for both NHP welfare and the science for which they
are used, that they are provided with adequate social
environments and that scientists understand the full
implications of social housing changes for their
research projects.

While it has long been recognized that social
housing is important for laboratory NHP well-being
[National Research Council, 1996], standards have
recently changed with regards to expectations for
providing social housing [National Research Council,
2011]. Social housing is considered so critical that the
Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare [2015] in the
United States has stated that there is now “universal
agreement among oversight agencies that NHPs
should be socially housed.” Social housing is now the
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default and single-housing is only allowed upon
documented difficulty finding a suitable pair mate
or via scientifically justified research exemption
approved by the IACUC [Office of Laboratory Animal
Welfare, 2015]—not because of lack of resources, for
example. Similarly, regulations in the European
Union also indicate that social housing should be the
norm for social species of NHPs [Directive of the
European Parliament, 2010]. Based on reports that
NHPs in protected contact have similar levels of
abnormal and anxious behaviors compared to single-
housed animals and lower levels of allogrooming
compared to full contact [Baker et al., 2012], national
guidelines consider protected contact no different
than single-housing [National Research Council,
2011; Association of Primate Veterinarians Scientific
Advisory Committee, n.d.]. For this reason, social
housing that offers only protected contact, via a grate
or mesh wall between animals, has come under
increased scrutiny by regulatory agencies. It is worth
noting, however, that Baker et al. [2014a] found that
protected-contact housing is an improvement over
single-housing, even if it is not equivalent to full-
contact housing. Thus, more research on alternatives
that can meet research and management require-
ments is warranted.

Meeting the increased standards for socializa-
tion of laboratory macaques, particularly rhesus, is
challenging for several reasons. Rhesus macaques
are among the most despotic of the macaque species,
managing their social systems with more frequent
and more severe aggression than most other mac-
aques [Thierry, 2004]. Aggression in rhesus groups
can range from mild status interactions (including
social signaling and minimal contact) to severe bites
causing traumas requiring medical treatment, and
in extreme cases, even death [Bernstein & Mason,
1963]. Some amount of trauma due to social
aggression is normal and unavoidable for rhesus
macaques, whether in the wild or in captivity.
Further complicating this is the fact that the
USDAhas recently changed its policy onNHP canine
tooth modifications for preventing social trauma—
modifications breaching the pulp cavity can now only
be done for therapeutic reasons and not to prevent
injury [Animal Plant and Health Inspection Service,
2011: policy #3]. This has increased both the risk of
injury and the severity of injuries due to social
trauma [Hannibal et al., 2014]. Simultaneously,
there is less tolerance for, and increased enforcement
of, the amount of allowable injury or trauma
resulting from social housing. The types of injuries
allowed as part of the process of establishing and
maintaining animals in social housing are also not
clearly defined and largely left up to the interpreta-
tion of USDA inspectors. Finally, USDA representa-
tives have stated at recent conferences that they will
increasingly enforce full contact social housing for
NHPs (Symposium on Social Housing of Laboratory

Animals, 2014; American Association of Laboratory
Animal Sciences, 2014). The combination of these
competing requirements presents a new set of
challenges for meeting the welfare needs of labora-
tory NHPs. While this is generating renewed
discussion and investigation of methods to increase
pairing rates and pairing success [Capitanio et al.,
2015; Truelove et al., 2015], it will also likely be the
impetus for additional changes in social housing as
animals are increasingly removed from one social
housing situation due to trauma and placed in a
queue for introduction to new social housing.
Additional investigation into the benefits and detri-
ments, for both the animals’welfare and for research
goals, is also warranted.

CHANGESINTHESOCIALENVIRONMENTOF
LABORATORYMACAQUES, PHYSIOLOGY,
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
OUTCOMES

The frequency of social housing changes and the
types of social housing laboratory rhesus macaques
experience with each change are established risk
factors for developing abnormal behaviors [Gottlieb
et al., 2013]. Such frequent changes in social
relationships and housing could also affect research
outcomes. Furthermore, given the variation in
criteria for establishing and maintaining pairs
across facilities [Baker et al., 2014b], it is possible,
even probable, that there is variation in research
outcomes from different facilities due to variation in
social housing practices.

The extent to which animals experience
reduced well-being during pairing depends on
characteristics of the animals and the social
environments that facilitate compatibility with
potential pair-mates. These characteristics include
stability and certainty of dominance relationships
[Lynch, 1998], subject personality and tempera-
ment [Capitanio et al., 2008, 2015], occurrence of
deleterious aggression [Crockett et al., 1994], type
of housing [Schapiro et al., 2000], and previous
social experience of the animals [Reinhardt et al.,
1995]. A large body of literature has investigated
the connection between anxious, depressive, and
abnormal behaviors and social housing conditions
for macaques with a focus on its importance for
laboratory animal welfare [Baker et al., 2012;
Bayne et al., 1992; Eaton et al., 1994; Gilbert &
Baker, 2011; Gottlieb et al., 2013; Mineka & Suomi,
1978; Schapiro et al., 1996; Suomi et al., 1973]. The
literature examining the physiological consequen-
ces of changes to social housing is more limited and
complicated due to the use of multiple outcome
measures. Some studies have examined the impact
of social housing changes on physiological measures
of stress (i.e., cortisol levels) [Baker et al., 2012;
Doyle et al., 2008; Laudenslager et al., 1995;
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Reinhardt et al., 1991], with the assumption that
high cortisol levels likely have implications for
immunity and health. Only a handful of studies,
however, have used alterations of the social
environment to directly examine the impact on
immunity [Capitanio et al., 2008; Gordon et al.,
1992; Gust et al., 1992, 1993, 1994; Schapiro et al.,
2000]. Since previous literature has addressed how
social housing generally (that is, its presence or
absence) alters welfare, we concentrate here on how
changes to social housing can impact physiological
measures relevant to biomedical research
outcomes.

Social Housing and Physiology
What evidence exists on changes to social

housing suggests that, generally, expansion of the
social environment (e.g., single-housing to pair-
housing) improves welfare while contraction of the
social environment (e.g., group-housing to pair-
housing) diminishes welfare. Welfare is typically
measured in these contexts by assessing behaviors
(e.g., abnormal, depressive, etc.) and less often by
changes in biological measures (e.g., cortisol levels,
immune response) indicative of a physiology that
is altered from the normal macaque model [Baker
et al., 2012, 2015; Capitanio & Cole, 2015; Doyle
et al., 2008; Schapiro, 2002]. Furthermore, all
changes to social housing conditions, whether they
represent an expansion or contraction of the social
environment, are likely to result in at least short-
term alterations in physiological systems that can
impact biomedical research outcomes [Capitanio
et al., 1998a; Clarke et al., 1995; Cohen et al.,
1992]. That is, even if pair-housing is ultimately
better for animals than single-housing, the change
to being paired could influence research outcomes
if animals are not given enough time to acclimate
to their new social environment. Despite the
importance of changes in social environment for
macaques and for research, little empirical atten-
tion has been paid to the topic of how changes
impact welfare and research, and what the time
course is for biobehavioral responses to stabilize to
the changed conditions. The literature regarding
physiological responses to changed social condi-
tions primarily focuses on two different systems,
the stress responsive hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis and the immune system. It is
important to consider that in order to understand
the potential impact of social changes on biomedi-
cal research outcomes, any single measurement is
likely insufficient. Nevertheless, there appears to
be some consistencies in the existing literature—
expanding the social environment when animals
are compatible social partners tends to improve
well-being, while contracting the social environ-
ment tends to reduce it.

Expanding the social environment and matching
animals for compatibility improves well-being

Available behavioral and physiological evidence
suggests that expansions of the social environment
reduce negative, and promote positive, outcomes for
macaques. However, behavioral and physiological
measures of well-being do not always cohere. For
example, Schapiro et al. [1993] evaluated both
behavioral and physiological outcomes in rhesus
macaques as their housing changed from outdoor
social group, to indoor single-housing, then indoor
pair-housing, and finally group housing again, over
the course of 2 years [Schapiro et al., 1993, 1996].
While these changes did not influence serum cortisol
levels, there were significant reductions in the rate of
abnormal behaviors when subjects moved from
single- to pair-housing and from pair- to group-
housing [Schapiro et al., 1993, 1996]. Thus, as
measured via behavioral observations, the most
complex social housing (groups) appears to provide
the greatest benefit to well-being. It is unclear,
however, exactly how subjects were selected for
pairing or group formations and whether animals
were assessed for compatibility prior to introduc-
tions. Incompatibility may explain the lack of a
change in cortisol values; alternatively, other factors
in the environment, such as increased activity, which
can also stimulate higher cortisol levels, may have
overridden any changes in this physiological marker
due to the expanding social environment. This
illustrates the need for multiple behavioral and
physiological measures to understand the impact of
social housing changes.

Evidence suggests that when compatibility
among social partners is considered for making
housing decisions, it has both behavioral and
physiological benefits. For example, Doyle et al.
[2008] investigated behavioral and physiological
responses of young adult male rhesus macaques
moved from single- to pair-housing and preselected
for compatibility based on weight disparity. Indica-
tors of physiological processing (heart rate telemetry
and fecal cortisol levels), as well as anxious (shake,
scratch, yawn, etc.) and abnormal (motor stereoty-
pies, hair pluck, feces paint, etc.) behaviors improved
significantly after subjects were paired [Doyle et al.,
2008]. Compared to baseline values, fecal cortisol
concentrations and anxious and abnormal behaviors
were significantly lower during pair introductions,
with only modest changes occurring thereafter
as pairs lived together for longer. Heart rate was
highest and most variable over the course of a day
during all phases of pair introduction, low at baseline
and just after introduction, and finally lowest and
least variable 20 weeks or more after pairing. The
long lasting reduction in heart rate and cortisol
suggest substantive and socially induced changes in
the sensitivity of the sympathetic nervous system
and the regulation of the HPA axis for paired males.
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In a similar study, both male and female
macaques that were moved from single-housing
into isosexual pair-housing showed evidence of
improved welfare even though pairs varied in
compatibility [Baker et al., 2012]. In contrast to
Doyle et al. [2008], Baker et al. [2012] measured
serum, instead of fecal, cortisol and had limited
ability to match based on compatibility. Despite this,
anxious and abnormal behaviors were reduced in the
paired condition for both males and females and for
both dominant and subordinate animals. While
paired, animals exhibited affiliative behavior, some
aggressive behavior, and an increase in locomotor
behaviors. Behavioral improvements were found
even in pairs that were tolerable, but not ideal,
matches (those with low affiliation and more low-
level aggression). However, there was no change in
serum cortisol in the study. It may be the case that
differences in cortisol findings between Doyle et al.
[2008] and Baker et al. [2012] are due to the
differences cortisol measures used (blood versus
fecal), in the pre-selection of well-matched pairs, or
in the distinction between tolerable versus ideal
pairs. It is possible that tolerated social partners
provide enough social enrichment and stress reduc-
tion to affect behavior, but not physiological mea-
sures such as cortisol.

Social housing status can also impact female
reproductive outcomes, which are important for
breeding colonies. Eaton et al. [1994] experimentally
manipulated the social housing of indoor breeding
females to test differences in reproductive success.
Females were randomly assigned to single- versus
pair-housing, and then the paired females were
randomly assigned a female pair-mate. After
approximately 3months in the experimental housing
condition, females were briefly transferred to mate
with males and then transferred back to their
experimental housing. There were no significant
differences in ovulation or conception for single-
versus pair-housed subjects. However, infant mor-
tality was significantly higher for single-housed
mothers and their surviving infants had poorer
weight and growth trajectories [Eaton et al., 1994].
Their pair-housed subjects exhibited less abnormal
behavior and spent 40% of their daytime hours and
80% of their nighttime hours in close physical contact
with their pair-mate. Although reproductive and
behavioral outcomes differed between housing con-
ditions, no differences in immune measures (CBC
and leucocyte proliferation) were tested in this study.

While expansion of the social environment leads
to positive psychosocial outcomes for captive NHPs,
the initial introduction period can be stressful.
During periods of social introductions, social status
and roles can be uncertain and until relationships
are established, aggression, anxious behaviors, and
biomarkers of stress (e.g., cortisol) can be high for a
few hours or days, depending on the complexity of the

social introduction [Clarke et al., 1995; Doyle et al.,
2008]. The frequency of status signals is typically
highest during the period immediately following
introduction (about 1 week, as in [Eaton et al., 1994])
and decrease once dominance is established. Thus,
macaques that are enrolled in a study in their paired
condition should be well settled into their current
pair to prevent unintended effects on study out-
comes. The length of time required to be considered
settled probably varies with the type of change
(group to pair, weaning, single to pair, etc.), but
currently, the data is too limit to determine.

Contracting or destabilizing the social
environment reduces well-being

Research on the consequences of contraction of
the social environment (change from group- to pair-
or single-housing, or from pair- to single-housing)
suggests physiological alterations to hormonal and
immune systems can last, at least for major social
contractions, up to 3 months after the social
relocation [Capitanio et al., 1998a; Gordon et al.,
1992; Gust et al., 1992, 1994]. In juveniles, removal
from a social group and relocation to either indoor
single-housing [Gordon et al., 1992] or small group
housing outdoors [Gust et al., 1992] resulted in
alterations in glucocorticoid levels that lasted 2–8
weeks and to peripheral blood immune cell counts
that lasted up to 11 weeks after the relocation. The
impact of relocation on immunity in adults appears to
be more variable. Research by Gust et al. [1994]
examined the impact of single- versus pair-housing
in adult female monkeys on cortisol and immune cell
counts. Results indicate that the relocation from
social group housing, regardless of the housing
condition upon relocation (either single- or pair-
housing), resulted in alterations in both cortisol
levels and peripheral immune cell counts that
persisted up to 96hr later. Notably, while cortisol
levels did not differ by housing condition (single vs.
pair), immune cell counts did—a greater decrease in
lymphocytes was observed for females relocated to
single-housing compared to pair-housing. Studies of
adult males indicate that subjects relocated from
large social groups to indoor single-housing can take
1–5 months to acclimate to this change based on
cortisol levels and leukocyte numbers [Capitanio
et al., 1998a]. Although these studies do not directly
measure the impact of these hormone and immune
related changes on biomedical research outcomes, a
retrospective study of data from four primate
research centers indicated housing relocations im-
pacted survival after inoculationwith SIV [Capitanio
& Lerche, 1998]. A greater number of social
separations in the 90 days prior to inoculation and
in the 30 days after inoculation with SIV were
associated with shorter survival. Finally, a review by
Capitanio et al. [2006] argued that 3 months is a
reasonable expectation for macaques to acclimate
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following relocation from large, outdoor cages to
individual cages indoors. It is unknown, however,
how long the acclimation period might be for more
modest changes (e.g., from pair- to single-housing for
animals already adapted to indoor housing) or what
the cumulative effect of repeated social changes is
over the long run. Altogether, these results indicate
that physiological acclimation to social separation
and relocation can take months and likely impacts
biomedical research outcomes.

Contraction of the social environment affects
different aspects of immunity in varying ways. Some
measures remain consistent across social conditions,
some measures change and then normalize over a
relatively short period of time, and other measures
change chronically. Benton et al. [2013] found few
changes in immune function (CD4þ/CD8þ lympho-
cyte ratio, pro-inflammatory cytokines) and serum
cortisol in sub-adult rhesus macaques moved from
single, to pair, and then again to single-housing.
However, the study was of relatively short duration
(<4 months) and subjects were randomly assigned to
pair mates (not matched for compatibility). It is
possible that a short period of random pairing does
not create the enriched environment that social
housing is intended to provide. When the study
period is longer and subjects are housedwith familiar
social partners, there were differences in some
measures of immunity (CD4þ/CD8þ lymphocyte
ratio, responses to four pathogens, responses to five
mitogens, NK cell activity, and cytokine production)
[Schapiro et al., 2000]. Subjects were removed from
outdoor social groups to either pair- or single-
housing, and changes in immunological values
were assessed at baseline, 4, 8, and 12 month time
points. Notably, some differences were identifiable
even 12months after relocation to newhousing. All of
the measured immune markers in Schapiro et al.
[2000] tell a similar story—changes to social housing
conditions result in changes to immunity that
require time to resolve. Their results provide
evidence that social housing changes likely alter an
animal’s immunity for at least severalmonths. These
results highlight the need for further research into
how different social housing and changes to social
housing impact a variety of aspects of immunity and
therefore have consequences for research outcomes.

Taken together, these studies suggest that
contraction of the social environment influences
some measures of immunity and that the changes
vary across social housing conditions (single vs.
paired vs. group). Critically, not all measures show
the same patterns and some measures fail to show
differences across housing conditions at all [Lilly
et al., 1999]. Some of these differences in immunity
lasted up to 12 months, suggesting either that
animals were still responding to the new housing
situation, or that social housing type could alter
immune system regulation either for a very long

duration or possibly permanently. This is consistent
with evidence showing that different socialization
strategies (i.e., experimentallymanipulated stable or
unstable social conditions) can indeed alter regula-
tion of the HPA axis and antibody responsiveness to
an immune challenge [Capitanio et al., 1998b]. A
constantly changing or unstable social environment
increases measures of stress, with deleterious con-
sequences for disease progression in male rhesus
macaques. For example, there is a causal link from
social stress, to lymphoid tissue and immune
response changes, and proliferation of SIV [Capita-
nio et al., 2008; Capitanio & Cole, 2015; Cole, 2008;
Cole et al., 2009; Sloan et al., 2007, 2008a]. Adult
male rhesus macaques exposed to daily changes in
social partners exhibited increased innervation of
their lymphoid tissues, a blunted HPA axis response
to acute stress, and a causal link to weakened
glucocorticoid regulations of leukocyte activity [Cole
et al., 2009; Sloan et al., 2007, 2008a, 2008b]. The
increased innervation of lymphoid tissues has also
been associated with increased SIV replication
[Sloan et al., 2006, 2008b].

The literature reviewed in this paper demon-
strates that different studies use different biomark-
ers to index stress and immunity on different scales
and time periods of social change and this is creating
heterogeneity in the literature. While measuring
cortisol and activity of theHPAaxis is one of themost
prevalent ways to index stress, it is not the only
stress response system. For example, the sympa-
thetic adrenal medullary (SAM) system, a compo-
nent of the autonomic nervous system, is also
critically involved in how individuals respond to
stress. The importance of understanding alterations
in these other stress response systems is highlighted
by the socially induced plasticity seen in the patterns
of lymph node innervation by the sympathetic
nervous system [Capitanio & Cole, 2015; Sloan
et al., 2007]. In addition, while cortisol is known to
have potent impacts on immunity [Sapolsky et al.,
2000], more detailed information is needed on how
social housing conditions and changes not only alter
stress responsive systems, but also exactly what
immunological processes are impacted. Future
research into how social housing changes influence
well-being and research outcomes should investigate
behavior and physiology using multiple measures
concurrently to paint a more comprehensive picture
of socially induced changes that could affect research
outcomes.

When looking normal is not enough
Behavioral observations are the most frequently

used indicators to measure whether an animal has
acclimated to a new social environment or stressor.
While this is useful as a general assessment of the
population, at the individual level, it can be
misleading due to variation in coping mechanisms
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and the expression of anxiety and abnormal behav-
iors [Mason & Latham, 2004]. The absence of
behavioral indicators of distress may not mean an
absence of physiological activation that can influence
research results. Studies of laboratory chair re-
straint [Golub & Anderson, 1986; Ruys et al.,
2004] found that animals exhibited anxiety-related
behaviors with initial chair restraint, but relatively
quickly animals appeared calm—anxiety behaviors
ceased with repeated exposure, and baseline cortisol
levels returned to pre-restraint levels. Ruys et al.
[2004] further demonstrated, however, that reduced
cortisol was not due to reduced activation of the
stress response, but rather to a blunting of the
cortisol response (i.e., altered regulation of the HPA
axis) during the repeated 2hr daily restraint
sessions. Additional studies in squirrel monkeys
have also shown that while distress vocalizations are
reduced in infants after six 1 hrmaternal separations
(9–11 days apart), cortisol levels do not habituate and
remain elevated across all six separations [Coe et al.,
1983]. These findings show that dissociations
between behavioral and physiological responses to
repeated stress can occur. In future studies of
laboratory macaque well-being related to socializa-
tion, it will be critical tomeasuremultiple behavioral
and biological markers to understand how they cope
with social changes.

WHAT CONSTITUTES SOCIAL HOUSING
“SUCCESS?”

Our review above highlights the inherent com-
plexity and heterogeneity in measuring stress and
well-being. Given this complexity, defining what
constitutes social housing “success” is challenging.
At the extremes, what constitutes successful and
unsuccessful social housing by current standards
established by facilities’ practices, animal care
recommendations, and regulatory guidelines at a
given point in time is clear. At one extreme, pairs
with reciprocal pro-social relationships character-
ized by frequent grooming, joint social signaling to
humans or other monkeys, and clear dominance
relationships without the presence of anxiety are
considered successful. At the other extreme, pairs
with repeated or severe injurious aggression are not
considered successful. For most laboratory maca-
ques, pairing outcomes are somewhere between
those two extremes. There are a myriad of factors
that influence the success of pairs and the long-term
stability of their relationships including tempera-
ment, sex, reproductive state, age and body size, and
social history [Capitanio et al., 2015; Truelove et al.,
2015]. It is also important to recognize that success at
one time point may not ensure success at a later time
point. Compatible pairs can become incompatible
over time. Many factors can influence the stability
and indelibility of pairs, including changes

associated with maturation into adulthood, changes
in rank for individuals in a pair, and change to the
membership of the housing room (e.g., new monkeys
that are housed across from the pair). The definition
of “success” varies between research facilities, even
among those that house the same species, and
animals of the same age and weight in similar or
identical caging [Baker et al., 2014b]. Some facilities
consider a pair successful only if grooming or other
pro-social behaviors are observed. Other facilities
consider a pair successful if they do not hurt or
constantly aggress each other. Still other facilities
may consider any level of social wounding indicative
of an unsuccessful pair, even though some amount of
aggression, even minor bite and scratch wounds, is
normal for rhesus macaques [Baker et al., 2014b].
There is no consensus on which of the above criteria
result in optimal welfare largely because there is
limited research available to inform them.We simply
do not know, for example, if pairs that do not fight,
but also do not affiliate, have better welfare, and
provide a better biomedical model, together than
apart. Given these complexities, the importance of
future research on this topic is clear.

DISCUSSION
The existing evidence suggests that changes to

social housing matter not only for macaque well-
being but also for physiology that can impact
research outcomes. Consider a hypothetical study
on cortisol reactivity to an acute experimental
stressor, with animals that have recently been
relocated from large outdoor group enclosures to
indoor housing (either paired or single). Changes in
physiology and immunology are not just possible, but
probable from just the housing change itself. These
changes could last 3–5 months [Capitanio et al.,
1998a, 1998b] or possibly a year or more [Schapiro
et al., 2000]. Depending on the relevant measures for
any given study, and based on our interpretation of
some physiological and immunological parameters
reported in Schapiro et al. [2000], indoor single or
pair-housed macaques may have a different baseline
after acclimation thanwhen in outdoor social groups.
As a result, reactivity to intended acute experimental
stressors would likely be altered. Further, variance
in outcome measures may occur as a result of
acclimation over time to the new housing, with study
results early in the experiment differing from those
seen later in the experiment. Such patterns can be
further complicated because an absence of behav-
ioral indicators of stress does not necessarily indicate
a return of physiological parameters to baseline
[Ruys et al., 2004].

While historically limitations on socialization
have been viewed as necessary for most research, the
evidence reviewed here suggests that past and even
current practices may decrease validity by
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introducing an environment that animals are not
well adapted to copewith andmay result in outcomes
that are less relevant to humans living in a social
context. Investigators with limited knowledge of
macaque behavioral biology might assume that
single-housed subjects represent fewer problems
for their research than pair-housed subjects; such
subjects would not, however, represent a normal
macaque and this has largely unknown repercus-
sions for the translational value of findings. A social
context is the first requirement for creating an
adequately complex environment for aNHP research
model. In many cases, limited social housing may
impede research discoveries by introducing environ-
mental contexts that have low repeatability, repro-
ducibility, and external validity. While
reproducibility and external validity are arguably a
crisis for scientific research [Garner, 2014; Open
Science Collaboration, 2015], when investigated, the
causes are usually contextual [discussed in: Barrett,
2015; Garner, 2014], and thus highlight the impor-
tance of environmental contexts for biomedical
research. Recent work demonstrates that social
housing is possible in research settings that were
previously believed to require non-social housing.
For example, it used to be the case that animals with
neural implants and head posts were not socially
housed because there was a fear that social interac-
tion could lead to injury or infection [Roberts & Platt,
2005]. Modern neuroscience laboratories, however,
now readily pair such animals. At our facility,
animals with implants even spend times in large
outdoor cages with their pair-mates. Future advan-
ces in NHP biomedical research should
endeavor to find more opportunities to incorporate
socialization into research design where it has
previously been eliminated. As much as is possible,
investigators should conduct research on subjects
living in a social setting approximating their normal
social structure, with indoor pair-housing being next
considered, and single-housing being considered as
rarely as possible.While social housing is the default,
many investigators request and receive exemptions.
We are proposing that investigators and IACUCs
reconsider what is possible for research in a social
setting and to increase efforts to work toward
incorporating a social context into the study design
before considering eliminating it as an extraneous
variable. Garner [2014] and Festing [2014] provide
examples of established, but underutilized, research
methods (such as randomized block design) to
account for increased environmental variability.

One of the challenges to evaluating the impact of
social changes on macaque behavioral biology is that
reports in the scientific literature are often not
sufficient for thorough evaluation. In light of evidence
about the impact of social housing changes (reviewed
above) and variation in social housing status [Cap-
itanio et al., 2015; Truelove et al., 2015] on animal

well-being, it is therefore, possible that some reported
scientific effects may be the result of animals settling
intonewhousing.A reviewbyCarlssonet al. [2004] on
the use of NHPs in research found that rarely are all
critical life history details reported for laboratory
NHPs. These details include rearing history, social
housing status, previous study enrollments, or other
aspects of subjects’ environments that would allow
readers to evaluate the extent to which study results
are influenced by potential stressors in, or recent
changes to, subjects’ environments. We suggest that,
moving forward, authors publishing studies using
laboratory NHPs provide, at a minimum, rearing
history, social housing status, and recent (within 1
year) housing changes (We note some journals now
require reporting such information as part of the
“Animal Research: Reporting In Vivo Experiments”
[ARRIVE] guidelines [Kilkenny et al., 2010]). At the
very least, it is to the benefit of scientific advancement
if scientists who regularly employ limited social
housing in research designs reconsider the impact
that social housing status and changes to it have on
their subjects, the variation that recent changes can
stimulate, and the external validity of research
produced from NHPs in limited social environments.
Consideration of these details in research design will
ultimately serve not only to improve animal welfare,
but also translational and comparative science.
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